Maintaining good Seller
performance on Amazon
for successful Christmas
sales

Why a good Seller performance matters

Good customer experience:
-

Positive feedback

-

Loyalty

-

Positive word-of mouth (more sales)

Bad customer experience:
-

Negative feedback

-

Customer won’t buy again

-

Negative word-of mouth (less sales)
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Why does Amazon care about your performance?

Amazon, the safest and most trusted e-commerce
site
One of Amazon’s core missions is to make Amazon the safest and most trusted e-commerce
site by delivering the best customer experience.

…Amazon’s
reputation as
a safe place
to buy and…

Making sure
you provide
great
service
builds…

Customer
satisfaction

…Attracts
more
shoppers on
the site…

…Who will
shop for
more
products …

…Which can
increase
your sales.
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Toys selling eligibility requirements for Christmas

Amazon wants to protect buyers and avoid mishaps
Only the most reliable sellers are allowed to sell Toys during the Christmas period.
Note:
FBA products are
automatically
eligible

2014 eligibility criteria:

 Your first sale on the specific marketplace must occur prior to September 18, 2014. The sale
does not need to be specific to the Toys & Games store.
 You must process and ship at least 25 orders from September 1 to October 31, 2014. The
orders do not need to be specific to the Toys & Games store.
 Your pre-fulfilment cancellation rate for the period from October 1 to October 31, 2014 must be
no greater than 1.75%.
 Your late dispatch rate for the period from October 1 to October 31, 2014 must be no greater
than 4%.
 Your order defect rate must be no greater than 1% short term as of November 1, 2014

Start taking action now!
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How to check your performance

Overview
Go to the ‘Performance’ tab of your Seller Central account then ‘Customer Satisfaction’

The ‘Summary’ page should be your first port of call to get an overview of your current
performance in terms of account health, customer feedback and seller rating
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How to check your performance

Order Defect Rate (“ODR”)

The Order Defect Rate (ODR) measure =
[Count of orders with a claim, service chargeback or negative feedback ]
(Orders in past 90 days lagged 30)

Orders being evaluated

-120
days

-90
days

-60
days

-30
days

today

The most important metric you need to monitor is the ‘ODR’, which must stay below
1%. Having a good performance also means having no:
-

Negative feedbacks
A-Z claims
Service chargebacks
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How to check your performance

Order Defect Rate (“ODR”)
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How to maintain a good seller performance

Feedback

Feedback is a key indicator for buyers and for Amazon to know that you are trustworthy.
We recommend:
Stay neutral and tell buyers about the possibility to leave feedback but do not influence
them to leave positive feedback

•
1

2

3

4

5

•

Address each negative feedback by contacting the buyer to resolve the problem and
making improvements to your processes.

•

Ask for removal of negative feedback to the buyer IF the issue was resolved or to
Amazon if the feedback was inappropriate, such as a product review.
Buyers cannot edit their feedback but have 60 days to remove it.

•

Consider using Fulfilment by Amazon (Delivery/customer service negative feedbacks get
a strikethrough).
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How to maintain a good seller performance

Monitor Feedback

Focus on these 3 elements if
You want to be a successful

Amazon Seller
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How to maintain a good seller performance

Contact Response Time

• Timely, high-quality responses to customer questions are an important factor in customer
satisfaction.
• Contact response time measures the percentage of customer-initiated messages that you have responded
to within 24 hours. (weekends included)
• No suspension of
your selling
privileges.
• However, slow
response times can
lead to negative
feedback and
claims which can
affect your selling
privileges.
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How to improve performance

Key points
•

Take immediate steps to solve issues with the buyers who have been
affected by your performance problems (ex: refunds).
 Use the Manage Returns interface in Orders>Manage Returns to
respond, refund and authorise returns more efficiently

•

Take immediate steps to correct the processes which led to the problem
to ensure that it will never happen again.

•

If you cannot correct the issue immediately, think about taking your
offers offline until the situation is manageable again.
 To set your listings to inactive, click the "Edit" button, select "Inactive"
in “Account Info” and then click "Submit”.

•

Always respond to Amazon’s notifications and requests for
explanations promptly. This will increase the chances of your appeal
succeeding.
 You can flag a message as not requiring a response by ticking the
"Mark as no response needed" box in the Reply area of the
communication thread. This will exclude the message from responsetime calculations.
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How to improve performance

Under different scenarios
Affected metric

Identify problem

Analyze solutions

• Has the buyer received the
product?

Order Defect
Rate

• Has the buyer received a
product different to the one
ordered?

• Should I upgrade shipping
service?

• Has the buyer received a
product of a different condition to
the one ordered?

• Have I replied to buyers on
time?

• Am I providing the correct
customer service?

Cancellation
Rate

• Why am I having to cancel
orders?

• Have I reviewed my listings?

• Am I updating my stock
frequently enough?
• Am I only listing items that are
under my possession?
• Is my inventory management
software working correctly?

Late
Dispatch
Rate

• Why aren´t my shipments
arriving on time?
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• Am I using the correct logistics
service?
• Should I adjust handling
times?
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Useful references & cases

Fulfilment by Amazon(FBA)

Note:
FBA products are
automatically
eligible

How does FBA work?

You send your
products to
Amazon

Amazon
stores your
products

Customers
order your
products

Amazon picks
& packs your
products

Amazon ships
your products
and provides
support

You can find more information here.
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Useful references & cases

Updating inventory
Identify your inventory on the specific platform
A

B

Update prices and quantities
A

B

C

D
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Useful references & cases

Handling times
Handling time + Transit time = Delivery time
A

B

C

D
E
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Useful references & cases

Contacting Seller Support
You can contact Seller Support team by:

You can find various sections with answers to frequently asked questions as
well as a specific part to contact Seller Support:
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Useful references

What we think might be helpful
 Seller Performance Measurement: Overview of the performance metrics

 Seller Performance Top 10 Tips: Key steps to be successful on Amazon
 Feedback Manager: Overview of the Feedbacks section

 A-Z Claims: overview of the A-Z Claims/Chargebacks sections
 Contact Response Time metrics

 Webinar Recordings: webinars’ invitations and recordings page

Please note that this presentation is for informational purposes only. If you need additional help, or would like to check
that the information presented is still up to date and accurate, we recommend for you to contact Seller Support.
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Q&A

Feel free to ask your questions
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Thank you very much!

This document is provided for informational purposes only. No promises or assurances of future sales are intended or implied.
Participation in the FBA programme is subject to the FBA terms in the Amazon Services Europe Business Solutions Agreement and
policies set forth in the FBA manual. You will be responsible for ensuring all products registered with FBA comply with such terms
and policies.
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